Membership and Registration

Register at GRADE:

› http://www.goethe-university-frankfurt.de/54289777/Registration

› Once registration is complete, all PhD candidates accepted by the Faculty of Computer Science and Mathematics as well as all postdocs appointed to this faculty are automatically assigned to GRADE CompuMath.

Center Speaker

Prof. Dr. Ulrich Meyer
Faculty of Mathematics and Computer Science
Chair of Algorithm Engineering

Robert-Mayer-Str. 11-15
60326 Frankfurt am Main
069/798-28433
umeyer@cs.uni-frankfurt.de

GRADE Center CompuMath

For financial support:
sekretariat@ae.cs.uni-frankfurt.de

For lectures and workshops:
Dr. Matthias Köhler
koehler@grade.uni-frankfurt.de

GRADE – Goethe Research Academy for Early Career Researchers

Goethe-Universität Frankfurt
Campus Bockenheim
Senckenberganlage 31
60325 Frankfurt am Main
grade@uni-frankfurt.de
GRADE Center CompuMath –
Upgrade Your Research and Career in
Mathematics and Computer Science

Lecture Series Career
Meet potential employers and experienced professionals in a relaxed atmosphere. Explore career perspectives for you as PhD candidates and postdocs in- and outside academia. Lectures focus on IT, finance, research & development and similar fields of activity.

Workshops and Lectures
Expand your technical and transferable skills in subject-specific workshops like
› Scientific Paper Writing - Special Focus on Mathematics and Computer Science
› Competent Lectures and Presentations in Mathematics and Computer Science

Financial Support:
Apply for funding for your research activities. Funding is available
› for travel costs and
› for the organization of your own workshops.

GRADE Center CompuMath
GRADE CompuMath is the core support unit for early career researchers at the Faculty of Mathematics and Computer Science. We offer training and assistance to all PhD candidates and postdocs in mathematical computer science, computational science, high performance computing and in other fields of research present at the faculty.

GRADE CompuMath is part of GRADE, the Goethe Research Academy for Early Career Researchers

GRADE – a Comprehensive Set of Services for Early Career Researchers

Training Program
Participate in workshops from the extensive general GRADE training program, and in subject-specific workshops within GRADE CompuMath.

Career Talks
Meet potential employers and experienced professionals in a relaxed atmosphere.

Initiatives
Establish a topic- or methods-oriented working group with other early career researchers and profit from financial and peer support.

Social Events
Get in touch with other early career researchers and get to know the sights and the culture of Frankfurt.

Networking
Develop and expand your network – GRADE events bring together early career researchers from all faculties.

Advice and Coaching
Get advice on personal and research-related topics and discuss challenges with a professional coach.

International Researchers
As international researchers, take part in our integration program to ease your start at Goethe University.

Language Courses
Learn German or English or improve your language skills together with other early career researchers.

Language Service
Have your manuscripts checked for correct English by our Language Service.